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Preface 
From 2 January 2007 to 1 June 2007 I have worked at the Netherlands-African Business 

Council – an organisation that aims to promote and increase Dutch trade with Africa. This 

experience has enabled me to see a different side to Africa than the popular image throughout 

the western world, which focuses mainly on corruption, wars, and hunger. The underlying 

truth is, that there is a large amount of business activity and a high level of economic growth 

throughout the African continent. This will be seen in the research for this thesis. 

 

The purpose of this thesis therefore, is to enable NABC to organise its business processes 

more efficiently, so that the organisation can increase its efficiency and maximising results in  

pursuing its goal and make both the Netherlands and African countries benefit effectively and 

sustainably from the African ‘economic boom’. As networking and relationship building 

stands at the core of NABC’s business; contact and relationship management – both aspects 

of Customer Relationship Management – are essential to NABC. Therefore, implementing 

Customer Relationship Management will aid the NABC in achieving its goal. 

 

The realisation of this thesis was a process lasting four months, from 1 February to 31 May 

2007. It has been developed largely at the NABC office, with interviews and events at various 

venues throughout the Netherlands and meetings with also African Ambassadors and 

businesses providing a varied and interesting research environment. 

 

This thesis is the culmination of my European Studies and Business Management studies at 

The Hague University, which will result in attaining the title of “Bachelor of European 

Studies”. It will incorporate all aspects of study that I have come across during the study 

programme. Supervision for the progress and development of this thesis was given by Dr. A. 

E. Kandou of The Hague University and Dr. B. van der Bijl, Managing Director at NABC. 

 

I would like to express my gratitude to both supervisors for their efforts throughout the period 

I have been working on this thesis. Mr Kandou provided valuable input to keep the main 

focus of this thesis narrowed down sufficiently, and Mr van der Bijl, by involving me in every 

aspect of the business, enabled me to form a very clear picture of the organisation. The first 

idea for choosing this subject of research also originated from Mr van der Bijl.  

 

Further appreciation and recognition goes out to Michiel Hillen of SUNSIA for his aid during 

the first month, when Bob van der Bijl had not started at NABC yet. Also special thanks to 

Denize Sebit, former Managing Director of NABC, for her cooperation and pointing me in the 

right direction at times, and the other members of the NABC board, for encouraging and 

showing appreciation for my work, as well as providing valuable input for my thesis during 

meetings. Other organisations that aided or cooperated throughout the process are SANEC, 

SUNSIA, Teampro, FMO, EVD, the Embassy of Cameroon to the Netherlands and The 

Netherlands Embassy to Kenya.  
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Executive Summary 
After having seen numerous bloody conflicts and hardship, Africa has arrived at a relatively 

peaceful period in its history. Many conflicts in African countries have ended over the past 

few years and according to the IMF in 2007, African economic growth is at a 35-year high 

with an average 6.8% in Sub-Saharan Africa and even 35% in Angola. These circumstances 

have opened up opportunities for commercial activities and investment from the other 

continents. The forerunner in this has been China recently, which has shown that the western 

apparent reluctance to look beyond the prejudices the west seems to have regarding Africa is 

unfounded. Responding to the African economic growth and investing in Africa without using 

problems on the continent as the deciding factor for trade have been successful. Chinese-

African trade increased from €8 billion to €29 between 2000 and 2005 (UNCTAD/UNDP, 

2007, p. 56). 

 

China’s example, and that of India, albeit to a lesser extent, is slowly mobilising western 

countries to pick up the pace – afraid of missing out. Europe’s colonial history with Africa 

means that they do not have a clean slate like the Chinese, but it does mean that European 

countries have better knowledge of African cultures or better access to it. This could be used 

in their advantage to give them a competitive edge in the choice of African businesses or 

governments to do business with either a European or a Chinese organisation. 

 

Trade promotion organisations can play a vital role in helping European businesses to 

compete with China on the African continent. There are various organisations throughout 

Europe promoting trade with Africa, and they also cooperate on a European level. The Dutch 

version of such a trade promotion association is the Netherlands-African Business Council 

(NABC), which has been conducting its activities for over sixty years. Having had the 

structure of a ‘Gentleman’s Club’ for decades since its inception, the NABC decided to 

professionalise and expand its services in 2003. This plan involved strategic and structural 

changes, and ample research has been conducted to aid in the process. This research, 

however, has always overlooked one important aspect of trade promotion: managing the 

networking process. 

 

Tools such as Trade Missions, Educative Seminars and Ambassador Events – besides their 

obvious informative function – also facilitate expansion of professional networks of 

businesspeople, which can aid the development of commercial activities. Knowing the right 

people can have significant impact on whether or not a project will actually be executed or 

remain stuck in the design phase. Therefore, logging interaction and measuring success of 

networking events is very important for a trade promotion organisation to keep track of how 

successful it is. For this reason this paper will provide the NABC with a means of managing 

its networking through using a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system that suits 

the NABC’s needs. 
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This paper consists of five main parts. The first part will introduce the reader to the NABC 

and its situation, while concluding with the statement of the research problem. This section 

will give an overview in the NABC’s history and will explain its activities. The following 

problem statement will clearly state the problem to be researched that the NABC is facing, 

and shall be subdivided into four smaller challenges. This will break down the problem into 

more manageable, smaller issues, of which the first will focus on a way to categorise 

interaction between NABC and its stakeholders. The second sub-problem will focus on the 

criteria that NABC has to meet in terms of CRM, and the third will explore the market of 

CRM-systems available. The final sub-problem will deal with the implementation of the 

system that is most suitable to the NABC’s needs, and will therefore ultimately provide the 

solution for the main problem identified in this paper. 

 

In the second main part I will present and justify the system used for the research and then 

analyse the NABC internally, as well as its environment. The research system will be 

designed according to all relevant aspects of the problem, but also adjusted to accommodate 

the limitations that come with the simultaneous execution of a full-time intern position to 

support the daily business activities of NABC and working on this research project. The 

SWOT-analysis will identify, in as much detail as possible, relevant research data about the 

NABC, such as member count, projects, events, finance, and many more factors. The SWOT-

analysis will be used as an important tool to find the most efficient way for the NABC to 

manage its relations. 

 

After the SWOT-analysis a model for all modes of interaction between NABC and its 

stakeholders will be made in part three of the paper, which is to aid in identifying the key 

needs for NABC’s CRM solution. This model is an interesting way to map out all 

stakeholders and how they typically interact with NABC. It also enables the NABC to 

streamline these different ways of interaction and will be used to identify and define the 

NABC’s CRM-needs. The model has been made with flexibility, so that it could even be 

further developed into a Standard Operating Procedure. 

 

Part four of the paper will explore the CRM-market. It will look at what CRM-solutions are 

available, what functions they have and how they match the CRM-needs that have been 

identified in part three. A comparison matrix will visualise which option fits the NABC best, 

and will therefore be chosen for implementation. Part five of the paper will focus on the 

implementation phase. It will address how to install the system in the organisation and what is 

the most efficient way of using it. This can be used as the Standard Operating Procedure for 

the chosen CRM-solution. 

 

The final conclusion will summarise the process towards implementation. It will also stress 

the importance of using the system correctly and maintaining usability for employees; a 

disclaimer, a statement of how the implemented solution can retain sustainability and a 

summary of factors that played a role in the scope and any limitations to this research project.  
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1. Introduction – NABC’ background and its current situation 
The NABC is a non-profit organisation that promotes and aims to expand trade relations 

between the Netherlands an Africa. The NABC was founded in 1946 as the Afrika Instituut 

(Africa Institute), working as an intermediary for Dutch businesses in trading with African 

countries and organisations. The Afrika Instituut established itself as the most important 

organisation to turn to for Dutch people doing business with Africa. His Royal Highness 

Bernhard, Prince of the Netherlands, was the NABC’s custodian in the past. Throughout the 

years the role of the NABC in trade relations with Africa expanded, which resulted in various 

new services that the NABC provides (Sebit, 2006, pp. 7-9).  

 

The organisation has experienced a turbulent period over the last three years, with policy 

changes by the Dutch government regarding funding for projects in trade promotion, greater 

availability of information and increased competition combining to creating a more rapidly 

changing field than ever. According to Denize Sebit, former Managing Director at NABC, 

NABC failed to adapt to this rapidly changing business environment until she assumed 

executive control over NABC. What Ms Sebit found when she started was an organisation 

that was nearly bankrupt, static and strongly dependent on its (now former) umbrella 

organisation, NCH (Dutch Centre for Trade Promotion). 

 

Since then, NABC has decided to redefine itself by becoming an independent agency and 

appointing a new board of directors and new Managing Director (Denize Sebit) in 2004 (See 

Appendix A: Organisational Structure NABC, for an overview of the current organisational 

structure). An alliance was formed with the South-African Chamber of Commerce (SANEC), 

to aid each other in their activities as well as organising certain joint projects. From a strong 

member decline and near bankruptcy, NABC went to a steady member base of approximately 

one hundred and financial health. 

 

Currently, NABC aims to improve economic relations between the Netherlands and African 

countries, with the aim to make both the Netherlands and African countries benefit from these 

improved economic relations. NABC is a supporter of the belief that it is better to support 

African countries through business activities and investment than through foreign aid.  

 

NABC wants to achieve its aim primarily through a concept called ‘match making’, which is 

a form of targeted network building. This means the facilitation of opportunities for potential 

business partners to meet one another and discuss opportunities for partnerships. These 

potential business partners can be European or African people or business representatives that 

have project proposals for which they want to meet partners or financiers, or financiers 

looking for investment opportunities, importers, exporters, etc. The particular opportunities 

that all these different people meet can be outgoing or incoming trade missions, seminars, 

cocktail receptions, trade and investment gala dinners, etc., and these are all types of events 

that the NABC organises.  
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1.2 Problem statement 

The NABC’s Core Business is ‘trade promotion through networking’. Trade promotion is the 

goal, whereas networking is the means. To utilise the means properly, there is a need for 

certain tools. Some of the most important things involving networking is keeping track of 

how members make use of NABC’s services, knowing who your members are and what they 

do, and how relations, members and other stakeholders interact with NABC. Currently, the 

NABC has a rather loose way of keeping track of interaction with these stakeholders. Various, 

but not all, occurrences of interaction have a certain form of proof, usually in the form of 

written correspondence, a report or diary entries, but these are not centrally logged, which 

makes it difficult to keep track of. A useful tool to do these things is a good Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM) system that suits the needs of the organisation. 

 

The central research question of this paper is therefore: 

How can Customer Relationship Management be used as an effective tool to streamline, 

improve and expand NABC’s services to its members. 

To be able to answer this question effectively and adequately, the main question shall be 

subdivided into four sub questions: 

 

1. How can interaction between NABC and its external stakeholders (members, business 

relations, diplomatic relations and governments) be identified and categorised 

efficiently to support NABC’s business processes? 

2. What are the NABC’s needs in terms of CRM? 

3. Which CRM systems are available to NABC and which of them suits NABC’s needs 

best? 

4. How can the most suitable CRM system to NABC be implemented and used 

efficiently? 

 

The answering of these questions shall be done in a seven-step-plan, in which each point after 

the first is based on its preceding points: 

 

1. The formulation of the needs of NABC 

2. A programme of requirements 

3. An exploration of what is on offer to fulfil NABC’s needs and requirements 

4. Evaluation of alternative solutions 

5. The choice of solution for the problem 

6. Implementation of the chosen solution 

7. Evaluation and Control
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There are certain factors that will be of influence to the project. These are: 

 

- Costs versus Benefits stands at the base of the decision making process, especially 

considering the limited resources of NABC 

- Time allocation for the various phases of the project is important, as organisational 

restructuring plans depend partially on this project: the CRM-system to be 

implemented will define a new procedure for various business processes, such as 

member registration and events organisation. 

- Evaluation and control will have to be done in great detail to ensure the continuity of 

the chosen solution 

 

1.3 Research System 

Many parts of this paper have been constructed thanks to desk research. Information about the 

organisation itself was readily available at the NABC office, albeit scattered throughout the 

archives. Furthermore, there was a vast amount of industry information on the NABC 

Network. For the Competitor Analysis and Environmental Analysis this information was very 

helpful. Further desk research has been done to research the CRM market. 

 

For more information about implementing CRM systems, NABC future strategies and the 

African market, meetings have been conducted with Bob van der Bijl, Managing Director of 

NABC, as well as Denize Sebit, former Managing Director of NABC. Being secretary during 

board meetings, these occasions were used as interviews and information gathering moments. 

These meetings, therefore, formed a very time-efficient way of interviewing board members 

and formed an important source of research information.
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2. Internal Analysis 

The Internal Analysis looks at NABC’s current internal situation in terms of strengths and 

weaknesses. These have been formulated from NABC’s available files and archives. 

 

2.1 Strengths 

- NABC currently has a member base of 105 companies of which many have extensive 

experience and knowledge of African countries 

- NABC has a long and rich history, during which various public figures were affiliated 

with the organisation 

- NABC has a very good reputation among members and diplomatic relations, which is 

something that comes to the surface during many events that NABC organises 

- NABC’s African partners have a very positive stance towards NABC and feel that 

NABC can aid them in doing business with Dutch, but also other European businesses 

- The NABC board consists of individuals that have a large network both in the private 

sector and public/diplomatic sector of the Netherlands and Africa, and have expert 

knowledge of numerous African countries 

- The NABC is a founding member of the European framework for trade promotion 

with Africa, EBCAM (European Business Council Africa-Mediterranean) which 

provides NABC with an extended European network of over 3000 businesses. 

Furthermore, it is attached to the Centre for Development of Enterprise 

- A 2006 member survey has yielded interesting and useful data that can be used for 

future development of NABC events and fulfilment of member needs 

- NABC’s field of work appeals to a large and varied audience; this simplifies finding 

volunteers and interns 

- NABC has good relations with the Dutch government, which in turn appreciates the 

exchanges of information and experiences with organisations such as NABC. This 

enables them to improve their policies. 

- History shows that 50% of all subsidy requests the NABC submits are actually granted 

to the organisation. This is quite a high success rate, and therefore it shows that, in 

general, the quality of NABC’s activities are regarded by financiers and governments 

as beneficial  

- NABC makes good use of its limited resources in terms of personnel: it keeps costs 

low by employing students on a trainee basis for certain operational matters 

- Because it is a small organisation, NABC is easily accessible to its members, as the 

managing director can be contacted without having to work through an organisational 

hierarchy. 

   

2.2 Weaknesses 

- The NABC’s member base is relatively small. At least 1000 Dutch organisations do 

business in Africa, but only 105 of these are a member of NABC 

- Low growth rate of member base: over the first five months of 2007, twelve new 

members were acquired. However, eight members cancelled their membership. 
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- Low percentage of African members or partners. Only one member is currently from 

the African continent; less than 1%. An agreement for cooperation exists between 

NABC and BADIS, a Tunisian organisation. This is the only agreement of its kind.  

- NABC has very limited operational resources such as employees, supplies and IT-

systems 

- Weak organisational structure 

- No dedicated administrative personnel 

- Limited knowledge & information management. Country information and industrial 

data is available on the NABC’s IT-system, but not centralised. Information is 

scattered throughout the network and barely used 

- Limited quality of service to members; information available to members is 

insufficient, both quantitatively and qualitatively.  

- Underdeveloped and static website 

- No Customer Relationship Management system, which is deemed quite important 

considering that Networking (i.e. building and maintaining relationships with other 

businesses) is central to NABC’s activities. 

- Limited number of activities organised for members and relations 

- Rather informal and ‘loose’ way of organising events; there is no evaluation and 

control on event organisation procedures 

- Insufficient use of low-cost promotional possibilities such as advertising in 

government publications and publications of NABC relations 

- NABC has a relatively static image 

- NABC has a small and tight budget and relies heavily on subsidies and external 

funding, which has a negative influence on its activities and services 

- The NABC’s mission, current position and scope are insufficiently transparent and 

clear-cut. 

- The employment of trainees raises the risk to productivity and quality of service, as 

well as uncertainty about the operational capacity of NABC. 

 

2.3 Conclusion 

Compared to its weaknesses, the NABC’s strengths are fewer in number, but are potentially 

more valuable. Most of the strengths are focused on the overall quality of NABC, whereas its 

weaknesses are mainly based on the quality of individual processes within NABC. As 

processes are more easily improved than image, market position and other strategic issues, 

NABC is very much capable of improving on its weaknesses. 
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3. External Analysis 
In the external analysis we will explore all opportunities and threats that are relevant to 

NABC’s situation. 

 

3.1 Opportunities 

- Large potential for growth of the NABC’s member base: An estimated 3000 Dutch 

companies have business activities in Africa, of which only 105 are a member of 

NABC. Another interesting, but still unexplored source of members may come from 

African enterprises that do business in the Netherlands. African embassies accredited 

to the Netherlands can play an important role in approaching the African private sector 

with business activities in the Netherlands 

- Improvement and expansion of services to members: an area that is particularly 

interesting in this opportunity is the centralisation and categorisation of information 

and data about investment and import/export with regard to Africa, as there is no 

central information source for this subject 

- Organising or taking part in events/activities in African countries. Exploiting this 

opportunity could generate extra funds for NABC through subsidies 

- Negotiations are being held about the development of a new website, in conjunction 

with the plan to create a website, which is to become the ‘Business Portal Africa’, in 

collaboration with an on-line publishing company. 

- The creation of a committee of recommendation, which could consist of 

representatives from a number of multinational corporations and government bodies. 

This would add to the decision making process for NABC, but would also create 

opportunities for doing business with Africa 

- NABC is currently in the process of moving to a new, more representative and larger 

office space, which can provide extra support for NABC’s activities and opportunities 

for expansion of its employee base. 

- Africa’s Economies combined have recorded Africa’s highest economic growth rate of 

the last two decades (OECD, African Development Bank, 2007, p. 575). This can be 

used to attract more investors for membership and events 

3.2 Threats 

- A large threat to the NABC’s continuity is insecurity about financial backing. In the 

past, organisations such as the NABC were heavily subsidised by the Dutch 

government. This practice was abandoned due to budget cuts, and subsequently, 

NABC had to restructure in order to survive, relying only on member contributions, 

sponsorships and project-based subsidies. Further cuts in the government’s project 

financing for trade promotion may hurt NABC severely, and therefore alternatives 

should be explored 

- As corruption can still prove an issue when doing business in Africa, certain 

organisations that invest in Africa or that are active in Africa try to take advantage of 

this. NABC needs to make sure, therefore, that no such organisation is tied or 

affiliated with NABC, as that can be very damaging to the NABC’s reputation 
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- The sustainability of Africa’s current economic growth is a factor that can influence 

the NABC’s success significantly. It would, therefore, pay off to look at ways to stress 

sustainability to both Dutch and African parties that NABC deals with  

 

3.3 Competitor and Partner Analysis 

In the trade promotion industry in the Netherlands regarding the African continent there is a 

multitude of organisations trying to achieve the same thing; an increase in Dutch investment 

and business activities in Africa. Many of these organisations are trying to achieve this goal in 

their own way, and thus there is not enough cooperation and information sharing. An 

overview of these organisations can be found below to demonstrate how the industry is made 

up. 

 

3.3.1 EBCAM 

EBCAM is not a competitor as such. As introduced in section 2.1, it is the European 

framework for Trade Promotion Organisations that focus on Africa. NABC is a founding 

member of EBCAM, which currently has ten national trade promotion agencies from all over 

Europe as their members. EBCAM membership extends the NABC's potential network to 

over 3000 businesses. EBCAM has an annually rotating presidency, which has passed to 

NABC in 2007. EBCAM holds two plenary sessions per year, where representatives of the 

national agencies gather to exchange information, consult each other on policies, advise the 

EU on trade policies with Africa and discuss any other relevant matters that may exist. One of 

these meetings, scheduled in June, is also a celebratory event in honour of the appointment of 

the new president of EBCAM. EBCAM is an important organisation to the NABC in terms of 

prestige, as an information source and in terms of cross-national cooperation in the industry. 

 

3.3.2 NCH (Nederlands Centrum voor Handelsbevordering) 

The Dutch Centre for Trade Promotion, more commonly known as the NCH, has a long 

history with NABC. NABC has been part of NCH for a number of years, but re-established 

itself as an independent organisation following government budget cuts which saw various 

forms of subsidies discontinued or decimated. A close tie between the organisations remained 

however, with NABC even occupying office space in the same building throughout 2006. 

 

NCH has a global scope, and has sufficient human resources to assign regions to specific 

employees or groupings of employees. It has multiple staff members focusing on Africa, 

divided over four regions; North/Maghreb, West, East and Southern Africa. 

 

3.3.3 SANEC 

SANEC is the South-African Netherlands Chamber of Commerce. It has recently re-defined 

its name as the Southern African Netherlands Chamber of Commerce, which indicates their 

aim to widen their scope. SANEC and NABC have cooperated quite closely throughout the 

last two years. NABC and SANEC shared office space in 2006, even representing the 

Ghanaian Netherlands Chamber of Commerce's (GHANECC) branch office in the 
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Netherlands together. In that year, a Memorandum of Understanding was established between 

NABC and SANEC that stated their commitment to cooperating closely together and was 

aimed at merging the two organisations in the future. Throughout this two-year period there 

has always remained a very imbalanced level of transparency between the two organisations. 

Although their Memorandum of Understanding clearly states that both organisations are 

members of each other and therefore should be able to make use of each other's services, 

SANEC does not communicate its activities, plans or projects to NABC. NABC however has 

always included SANEC in its correspondence and services to members. In 2007 this 

imbalance and NABC's aim to re-establish itself as a strong independent organisation led to 

NABC moving out of the SANEC office, effectively meaning the standstill and possible 

failure of the integrative process towards a merger. 

 

SANEC has a similar structure to NABC. It is composed of member organisations with 

activities or a professional interest in Africa. The organisation has three permanent full-time 

staff members and up to five part-time employees. SANEC enjoys financial backing from 

their South-African branch office, and its membership fee is significantly higher than that of 

NABC; €1,500. However, the quality of SANEC's service is, regarding their financial and 

human resources, relatively poor compared to NABC’s activities: In 2007, NABC has so far 

actively organised at least one activity per month, whereas SANEC has actively organised 

three events and devoted the rest of their time to having a promotional stand at various fairs 

and events. 

3.4 Conclusion 

It is quite clear that there are many facets of the NABC’s environment that have not been 

explored yet. This can be attributed to the fact that NABC has very limited resources, but the 

fact does present many opportunities for NABC to develop into a strong and sustainable 

organisation, on the condition that it maintains the right priorities in exploring its environment 

in terms of resources. Even though NABC communicates quite clearly with its national 

competitors and they seem quite welcoming to this fact, there are unspoken 'gentleman's 

agreements regarding working territories and target audience for membership. These 

agreements complicate NABC's business processes and procedures as these cannot be 

overlooked at present. 
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4. Interaction Analysis 

For defining the needs of NABC in terms of CRM it is important to draw up what ways of 

interaction NABC has with the outside world, and of what groups or stakeholders this outside 

world consists. These stakeholders are defined on the basis of the services and business 

activities NABC provides and conducts. They do not include parties that provide services to 

the NABC that are supportive to its everyday in-house processes, such as telephone 

companies, office supplies providers, etc., as they are not relevant to NABC’s CRM. 

 

The stakeholders in terms of CRM to NABC are: 

- Members 

o A member is an organisation that has registered formally with the NABC. 

Members pay a membership fee annually, which can be changed by NABC 

each year. Members have access to all services NABC provides, usually at 

no extra charge. 

- Business Relations 

o A business relation is an organisation, department of an organisation or a 

contact within an organisation that has a direct relation to an activity of 

NABC. Business relations may make use of NABC's services, but are 

charged a fee in most cases. 

- NABC Partners 

o An NABC partner is an organisation that collaborates with NABC, such as 

SANEC, NCH or FMO. Partners may cooperate with NABC to organise 

events, exchange information, promote one another or any other form of 

cooperation that benefits both organisations and/or the other stakeholders. 

- Diplomatic Relations 

o Embassies of the Netherlands to African countries are important allies in 

organising Trade Missions. Their value to the Netherlands increases if the 

Dutch private sector's interest in the country it is based in increases. They 

therefore will generally be quite helpful in the event NABC will organise 

anything related to the country the embassy is based in. 

o African Embassies accredited to the Netherlands are invaluable when 

approaching the private sector of their country of origin. Furthermore, they 

provide unique opportunities for incoming trade missions and can enhance 

the appeal of events with attendance of the ambassadors, ministers from the 

country of their origin, or representatives from the embassy. 
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5. CRM – An Introduction 
Customer Relationship Management, also known as Customer Relationship Marketing or 

plainly CRM, has been around since the early 1990s as a theory of its own. The term CRM 

itself, however, only sprouted around 1999, seemingly by CRM-software developers aiming 

to stimulate demand for their products. Before that time it was generally called Relationship 

Management. Ed Peelen, Professor of Direct Marketing/CRM at Nyenrode University states 

that his earliest experience with Relationship Management dates back to 1983, in a research 

project for the Lester Wunderman Institute. Although controversial straight after publication 

of the first results in terms of ethical aspects, the concept was embraced shortly afterwards, 

and the Netherlands Institute for Marketing declared 1990 the year of Relationship 

Management. (Peelen, 2003, p. 13)  

 

From the early 1990s, CRM experienced a turbulent period. Many ambitious CRM-projects 

were abandoned, with costs spiralling out of control in many cases. The real cause of most 

CRM failures, however, is still being debated. According to Jan Willem Rietdijk, Principal 

Consultant at Ordina, “Practice has taught us that the support and justification of CRM 

projects are often under-developed. Especially ‘hard’ data regarding profitability of customers 

and the related sales-effort are missing. Developing a vision on customer approach is also an 

unexplored area.” He goes on saying that “causes range from factors such as initial over-

enthusiasm to insufficient willingness to adapt.” (J.W. Rietdijk, 2003, pp. 32,33,37,38) It 

seems as if in many CRM projects the extensiveness and consequences of CRM 

implementation has been underestimated. 

 

That does not mean that CRM projects are doomed to fail. An excellent example of the 

possible success of CRM is National Australia Bank (NAB), which has been working on a 

CRM strategy for over a decade, and is now reaping the benefits. NAB defined a vision for its 

corporate strategy which established Customer Relationship Management as the central 

theory to the NAB Corporate strategy. This eliminated problems in terms of long-term 

commitment and ensured a steady approach to the project (Bushell, 2003, p. 2).  

   

The principle of CRM is seen by most as a sub-topic of Marketing, but is often also seen in 

terms of corporate strategy, which is evident in the case of NAB. The new approach to CRM, 

after the period of the 1990s where CRM had a relatively negative connotation, is a more far-

reaching one, including strategic factors in CRM and stressing the importance of 

commitment. As Ed Peelen puts it, “people are struggling with what they want and can 

achieve with CRM. The hype is over, and reality is kicking in. There is a need for a more 

realistic and serious approach to CRM”. 

 

Many definitions of CRM have been formulated. Table 5.1: CRM Definitions, shows a 

selection of CRM-definitions: 
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Table 5.1: CRM Definitions 

 

- CRM is business strategy that combines skilled customer facing personal, optimal 

processes and enabling technologies to balance enterprise revenues and profits with 

maximum customer satisfaction (Gartner Group, 2001). 

- CRM is a comprehensive approach which provides seamless integration of every area 

of business that touches the customer – namely marketing, sales, customer service 

and field support – through the integration of people, process and technology, taking 

advantage of the revolutionary impact of the internet (Customer Relationship 

Management Association, 2000). 

- CRM is a corporate strategy aimed at forging relations with individual customers, 

maintaining those relations and expanding them in a way that creates added value 

both for the enterprise and its client. (Beltman, Peelen & Waalewijn, 2000). 

 

An aspect that is present in all three of these definitions is the fact that CRM is not just a tool 

or a concept of its own; Gartner defines it as a business strategy, the Customer Relationship 

Management Association, CRMA, as a comprehensive approach covering multiple areas of 

business and Beltman, Peelen and Waalewijn state it as a corporate strategy. This means that 

there is a new realisation after the CRM-hype of the 1990s that CRM is more than just a tool. 

It is a concept that combines various aspects of doing business to centralise the relationship 

with the customer and improve mutual benefits of this relationship. 

 

Ed Peelen has defined four pillars to CRM (Peelen, 2003, pp. 22-25): 

Customer knowledge: Customers and prospects need to be identified. It is fundamental to 

CRM to know who a specific customer is. A complete profile needs to be created about each 

customer in terms of purchases, ways of communication and other possible characteristics. 

This kind of information is invaluable for establishing a sustainable relationship with 

customers. 

Relationship Strategy: This element, closely related to marketing strategies, consists of 

formulating a (marketing) strategy that deviates from the more common strategy of 

stimulating business transactions, to stimulating the relationship between customer and 

business. This will facilitate long(er)-term thinking, as relationships require a longer period of 

time to be forged and maintained. In organisations with a relationship strategy more listening 

and explaining is done than in businesses with a sales-oriented strategy. There is therefore a 

greater and deeper interest in the customers that contribute more significantly to revenues and 

their interest in the customer does not disappear upon completion of the transaction. In 

Relationship strategies, the first transaction is only the start of the relationship with the 

customer, from where mutual trust and commitment must grow. 

Communication: In many cases, customers would describe current communication between 

them and their supplier as poor. Information requests or complaints are insufficiently 

processed, as many automated systems do not support deviation from standard operating 

procedures that are required in certain cases. The central belief in this element is that the 

supplier should be capable of creating and maintaining a dialogue between him/herself and 
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individual customers. To do this, a multi-channel communication environment needs to be 

used, which may require the implementation of new technology. Customers might want to use 

internet, telephone and even face-to-face communication to close just one specific transaction. 

Personalised value proposition: An inevitable consequence of the above stated elements, 

which all contribute to a personalised approach to any given customer, will be the need to 

present the customer with a personalised proposition, tailored to their needs. All four main Ps 

of the marketing mix – Product, Place, Price and Promotion – can be adapted to achieve a 

personalised value proposition, but not all customers will need adaptations in all four Ps. 

Naturally, this requires the development of competences to facilitate tailoring. Scalability is 

essential to this, as customisation is hard to achieve on a greater scale. 

 

The above mentioned elements should be established and expanded gradually and in a 

balanced way. Information Technology will play an important role in this development in 

many cases. Once a CRM strategy has been developed, it can generally be broken down into 

four different parts: 

 

Active CRM: use of a centralised database to store data that can be used to automate business 

processes and common tasks 

Operational CRM: the automation or support of customer processes involving sales or service 

representatives 

Collaborative CRM: Direct communication with customers not involving sales or service 

representatives (Self-Service) 

Analytical CRM: The analysis of customer data for a broad range of purposes 

 

As a networking organisation, NABC will mostly be using Active CRM and Collaborative 

CRM. Once more resources are acquired – both human and financial – NABC will be able to 

implement Analytical CRM as well. In the foreseeable future no dedicated service 

representatives will be appointed, which is why Operational CRM will not be used for the 

time being.  
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6. NABC - Interaction interpreted to CRM 
This section explores all the groups of stakeholders that NABC has and how these groups 

interact with NABC. 

 

6.1 Interaction of Members with NABC 

Members of NABC can be classified as all organisations that have a membership of the 

NABC. These members make use of NABC services and generally pay an annual 

membership fee in return for these services. The ways that Members have interaction with 

NABC – both incoming and outgoing – are defined below: 

 

Information requests 

Members can contact the NABC with questions about specific countries, events, specific 

industries in African countries and the opportunities associated with these industries or 

countries, the Newsletter, Newsflash, etc. This is a service included in membership, and 

therefore is not subject to extra charges. Usually these requests come by phone. Standard 

procedure when a request about a certain industry or country comes in is to find out which 

industry the member is active in, which countries the member is already active in and which 

countries they are currently interested in. Then, depending on the type of request, the member 

is either helped instantaneously, or, if the question requires more research, the member will be 

contacted at a later date with the results of the question, or will be put in contact with the 

correct organisation or person that can answer their query. 

 

Event participation 

NABC’s events are generally free of charge for all members. Having access to the NABC 

network is one of the services that is valued the most, as is also seen from table 6.1: Most 

valued NABC services, below. It can be seen, however, that there is still room for 

improvement of the quality of NABC events. This table is part of the results of the 2006 

member survey. 
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Table 6.1: Most Valued NABC Services 

 
 

Event registration 

Registration for events is done in one consistent way. First, an invitation in the form of an 

electronic mailing goes out to all relevant parties, including the members. This electronic 

mailing has the basic invitation with information about the event in it, written in a persuasive 

but attractive form so that it sparks the members' interest. It has a programme for the event, a 

registration form and, if applicable, additional background information attached.  Then, it is 

essentially up to the members to sign up for participation, by using the enclosed registration 

form, which then has to be sent back to NABC by fax or e-mail, fully filled in and signed. 

After a pre-arranged time frame a reminder goes out to the members to remind them to 

register, and eventually, if necessary, members who have not registered are contacted 

individually to inform and remind them of the event. Registrations are administrated into an 

excel sheet, which holds all relevant information to contact the participants before and after 

the event. 

 

Event Sponsorship 

Sponsorship for events can occur in various ways. At certain events members provide the 

venue where the event is to be held and other facilities needed such as projectors. Sponsorship 

can also occur in the form of funding or co-funding of events, which in turn allows for the 

sponsor to place promotional materials such as banners at the event. Another form is 

providing a cocktail reception after the event or lunch during the event. On certain occasions 

any of these forms of sponsorship are combined. Sponsorship agreements are mainly 

established verbally with members, clearly defining what benefits there are for both parties. 

No formal way of tracking sponsorship agreements is in place at NABC at the moment. 

 

Newsletter sending through mail 

The Newsletter is the NABC's quarterly magazine, which holds important news articles and 

information about African Economies and Politics, as well as profiles of companies active in 
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Africa and opinion articles. It is a service to members of NABC and is also sent to all Dutch 

embassies in Africa and African embassies in the Netherlands.  

 

Newsletter sending as weblink 

Apart from the hard-copy of the Newsletter that is sent out to the above stated parties, a 

digital version is also published in the member area of the website, to which a link is sent via 

e-mail to the above stated parties. Members can choose individually whether they want to 

receive the hard-copy or the digital version, or both. 

 

Newsflash sending 

The Newsflash is the NABC's monthly electronic news publication that gets sent to members, 

embassies, government agencies and contacts, relations and other interested parties. It holds 

information about upcoming events, either by NABC, its members or third parties, African 

latest headlines and a Country of the Month. 

 

 

Project proposals 

Project proposals for project-based funding are in certain cases lodged in cooperation with 

members, either to aid these members in finding funds for projects or as a part of a joint 

project with a member.  

 

Third party projects/events – last minute mailings 

An extensive amount of information about third party projects or events reaches the NABC 

office on a daily basis. These projects or events could be from members, partners or other 

organisations that the NABC has worked with in the past, but also from African organisations 

looking for ways to reach potential investors from abroad. Most of this information arrives at 

the NABC in the form of a request to forward the information to the NABC network. Some 

requests, for example, are purely aimed at generating publicity for an event or project. These 

are – if deemed relevant to NABC members – forwarded to the members, or put on the NABC 

website's member section. 

 

Website – on-line mail form 

The website's on-line contact forms for trade missions and member subscriptions provide 

NABC with a streamlined solution for registering participants for trade missions and new 

members of the organisation. 

 

Participation/assistance trade missions 

NABC organises on average two outgoing trade missions annually, and a varying number of 

incoming trade missions. Generally, participation for members is subject to a lower fee than 

that of non-members. For incoming trade missions, members can participate free of charge in 

certain cases – depending on the events in the programme of such a mission. NABC has a 

number of member organisations that have members of their own as well. This means that 
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they might have similar activities for these members as the NABC, and in certain cases there 

have been opportunities to jointly organise trade missions. 

 

Survey 

To measure customer satisfaction and needs, or to keep track of changes within member 

organisations, surveys are now conducted, albeit irregularly. Past surveys have been done by 

sending all members an e-mail with the survey questions attached, which the members then 

have to send back. Although it shows that NABC wants to interact with its members to 

improve service, this loose manner of survey conducting results in a low percentage of 

respondents. 

 

Membership registration 

Members can register with NABC by filling in a registration form and sending it by fax, e-

mail, or traditional mail. Furthermore, there is an on-line registration form where people can 

register. This is usually preceded by an information package that is sent out to them or in the 

form of orientation talks with a board member or the Managing Director, which emphasise 

how NABC can fulfil a given company’s needs. Once the registration form has been received 

it is administered into the membership database, which holds basic contact details for both the 

organisation and the contact person of the organisation, along with what industry the 

organisation belongs to and what countries it is active or interested in. 

 

Membership fee 

NABC Members annually pay a membership fee, for which an invoice is sent every first 

month of the year. The current fee is €600, which is very low compared to that of the South-

African Netherlands Chamber of Commerce, which charges €5000. 

 

Contact details updates 

When details for members change, they usually communicate these to NABC in reply to 

communication that we send out to them, as most of them forget to do so. Therefore, 

occasionally the NABC contacts each member by telephone to verify if contact details are still 

correct. This is also a way of rebuilding relationships with members that have fallen out of 

contact with NABC. 

 

Membership cancellations 

At present there is no follow-up procedure for membership cancellations. It would be 

valuable, however, to log cancellations and conclude from the reasons what NABC can do to 

minimise cancellations in the future. 

 

Promotion and membership acquisition 

This form of interaction is very important to NABC, yet a uniform procedure in member 

acquisition has not been developed. Usually, contacts are acquired out of various networks 

(Board members, member organisations or databases of other trade promotion agencies) as 

potential members, which are then – directly or indirectly – approached to discuss how 
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NABC might be of service to their organisation. With its limited human resources, it is 

difficult for NABC to give sufficient follow-up in terms of time investment to the contacts it 

acquires. A communication plan is being formulated at the moment, which can form an 

important part of its CRM-strategy.  

 

As can be seen, there are many ways of interaction between NABC and its members. This 

illustrates that it is very committed to fulfilling its members’ needs. This drive for quality can 

be utilised to acquire more members. 

  

 

6.2 Interaction of Business Relations with NABC 

A business relation is an organisation, department of an organisation or a contact within an 

organisation that (potentially) has a direct relation to an activity of NABC. Ways of 

interaction, both incoming and outgoing, between NABC and its Business Relations are 

described below: 

 

Information requests 

As with members, business relations might be looking for certain information. 

Representatives of business relations usually contact NABC by telephone for information 

requests, as they hope that they can quickly retrieve the requested information in this manner. 

Often though, the requested information requires time to research as it is not always available 

on-demand. As NABC puts time and effort into information retrieval, non-members usually 

have to pay a fee for this service. 

 

Project proposals 

Organisations, either Dutch or African, might have business proposals that need financing, or 

funds that can be invested in projects. It is an important function of NABC to facilitate the 

bridging of the gap between these two parties. Apart from trade missions to facilitate this, 

NABC’s office is also open to any party that might want to promote its business proposal, 

project or investment fund. Upon receipt of such an initiative, it is publicised to all NABC 

members and – if applicable – suited business relations. NABC in this instance serves as an 

intermediary in bringing parties together. 

 

Event participation 

Business relations attend NABC events for a pre-defined fee. Registration follows the same 

procedure as with members, but has the added process of administering payment of the 

participation fee. 

 

Partnerships/Assistance in trade missions 

In certain cases, business relations co-organise NABC trade missions, provide funding for 

trade missions or offer assistance in other forms. Common partners or associates in this matter 

are EVD (Dutch Economic Consultancy Agency), FMO (Netherlands Development Finance 

Company) and Sunsia, a trade promotion agency affiliated to NABC. 
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Promotional mailings and membership recruitment 

Any business relation that can be made a member means additional funds for NABC. 

Therefore, NABC promotes itself and its events to business relations by inviting business 

relations to events and/or meet with them to show them the value of being a member of 

NABC. Furthermore, follow-up mailings after events are sent to business relations who 

attended to persuade them to become a member. This is mainly done electronically. 

 

Fundraising 

Sponsorship through the NABC website or promotional activities at NABC events could 

become an important source of finances. Some sponsorship through placing logos and 

advertisements on the NABC website has been received in the past. Further sponsorship could 

be realised through advertisements in the Newsletter, placing banners at events, etc. The 

board of NABC is currently drawing up a renewed plan for this. 

 

 

 
6.3 Interaction of Diplomatic Relations with NABC 

Diplomatic relations are the embassies of African countries accredited to the Netherlands, as 

well as the Dutch embassies in African countries. 

 

VIP-participation events 

Inviting ambassadors always adds to the value of events, as they can directly interact with 

NABC members and be involved in activities in African countries. They can also actively 

contribute with speeches or providing information to be handed out during events. 

 

Partnerships/assistance in trade missions 

As stated above, Embassies of the Netherlands to African countries can play an important role 

in conducting trade missions. During the acquisition phase of any given trade mission, the 

Dutch representative of the destination country for the trade mission will be invited to 

information days that will clarify the goals of the trade mission and the opportunities it will 

give businesses. For incoming trade missions, African Embassies in the Netherlands generally 

contact NABC at first to help organise the mission and to facilitate match-making 

opportunities. 

  

Newsletter sending by mail 

All embassies receive the newsletter by mail, as well as a link to the digital version available 

on the website. 

 

 

6.4 Interaction of NABC Partners with NABC 

NABC is a founding member of EBCAM (the European Business Council Africa-

Mediterranean). This organisation’s members are national organisations within Europe that 
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promote trade between their country and Africa. This partnership is important to NABC in 

terms of information gathering and expanding the business network. Another partner that is 

not a member of EBCAM is SANEC (the South-African Chamber of Commerce) – with 

which NABC has a cooperative agreement and even shared offices in the past. 

  

Raising of European Union funds 

A source of funding that has been pursued various times is funding through European Union-

projects. EBCAM and its members can give each other advice on how to obtain funding for 

projects and could potentially also apply jointly for funding. 

 

Sharing of information 

As NABC’s resources are limited, it would be wise to make more use of the information 

sharing capabilities of its partners in terms of industrial and country information. In the past 

there have been exchanges of this kind of information, however this could be expanded. 

NABC does receive periodical news updates from EBCAM, but the flow of inbound 

information is too large to filter on a regular basis 

 

Event publicity 

If events have a pan-European scope, generating publicity and organising the event together 

with EBCAM could improve the quality of the event and increase attendance, as the event 

would be more widely known. Sending periodic mails to its members about events by 

members or other parties is regularly done by EBCAM. 

 

Potential for pan-European participation in trade missions to Africa with members 

from all or a number of EBCAM members 

Trade missions organised by EBCAM members can not only be taken part in to gain 

experience in trade missions, but also create a more cost-effective way of organising trade 

missions by synchronising and co-organising trade missions on a larger scale. 

 

Yearly EBCAM event 

The presidency of EBCAM changes annually, and each year this event goes hand in hand 

with a high-profile two-day event to celebrate the fact. NABC will hold the presidency from 

july 2007 to june 2008, and will therefore host the annual celebratory event. As such an event 

is potentially very interesting for NABC members as well, NABC will invite a selection of 

members to this event.  

 

Potential for use of EBCAM network in NABC projects/events 

Each member organisation of EBCAM has an extensive database of affiliated organisations. 

These organisations could be invited to NABC activities. 
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European Union Policymaking 

EBCAM has participated in the drawing up of the Cotonou-agreement, and is consulted in 

various issues or plans that involve Africa. This links NABC quite closely to European 

Union-policymaking regarding Africa.  

 

6.5 Conclusion 

From the above interaction analysis we can define four different stakeholders that interact 

with NABC. To translate these groups and the corresponding types of interaction into needs 

that NABC has in terms of CRM, the above stated has been drawn up into more general key 

needs, which will facilitate a standardised yet sufficiently flexible manner of interaction for 

each group.  

 

The needs, or key functions that the CRM-solution for NABC should have, are as follows: 

- Composing a database of contacts 

- Adding multiple contacts per company 

- Creating groupings of contacts 

- Keeping track of interaction moments with individual contacts or contact groups 

- Add and sort a contact’s industry, countries of interest and/or where it is active 

- Calendar function  

- Adding events and linking these to countries of interest 

- Sending out targeted group mailings 

- Scheduling activities such as mailings 

- Integration with Microsoft Outlook 

- Customisation possibilities to account for the organisational structure and business 

processes of NABC 

- Tracking participation of contacts in NABC events 

- Mail Merge capabilities 

  

These are the main functions that the chosen solution should have for the NABC to be able to 

efficiently start using Customer Relationship Management. Despite these criteria, the solution 

should above all be affordable and scalable. 
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7. CRM solutions 
The available software packages for Customer Relationship Management are countless. 

Software producers have latched on to the hype quite successfully, providing many kinds of 

CRM-packages to suit the needs of various types of organisations. Most solutions offer at 

least a contact management function, a function to track interaction and sales for each 

customer, a function to schedule projects, events and tasks and a function to define sales 

opportunities.  

 

To streamline the selection process, we will only look at solutions that suit the needs of 

smaller organisations, as NABC is a very small organisation that needs a simple but flexible 

solution to its Customer Relationship Management. Software packages that are definitely 

outside NABC’s budget are also excluded, such as Update.Seven, one of the more 

sophisticated packages. Below, a description can be found of each potential solution and a 

description of its key features that it would provide NABC with. After the descriptions, a 

Comparison Matrix will visualise which solution fits best with NABC needs. 

 

7.1 ACT! 

7.1.1. General Overview 

With more than 2.5 million users, ACT! is the number one selling contact and customer 

manager software. ACT! enables businesses to make contact, build and maintain relationships 

and utilise them. ACT! centralises contact and company information, allows for forecasting 

and tracking customer opportunities, and maintains a complete customer view with reporting 

capabilities. It prides itself on its usability, with possibilities to tailor the package to each user, 

and offers robust integration with everyday business software such as Microsoft Office, Lotus 

Notes, accounting products, and handheld devices. Through word of mouth a lot of promotion 

for this programme is being done, which illustrates its customer satisfaction. ACT! has the 

advantage of a manageable implementation for smaller organisations, which would suit 

NABC well. A full ACT! feature list can be found in Appendix C: ACT! Feature Comparison 

Chart. 

 

7.1.2 Key Features 

- Creates contact records and tracks all information related to this contact, such as 

correspondence, documents, sales opportunities, etc 

- Links contacts and correspondence with contacts to each other 

- Mail merge, integration with Microsoft Outlook calendar, contacts and e-mail 

- Creates contact groups and customises them 
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7.1.3 Costs 

ACT! 2007 with a single licence costs €236. This package includes the software on CD and a 

user manual. For two licences the price goes up to €462, for three licences, which is the 

amount needed by NABC, up to €685.  

7.2 ACT! Premium for Web 

7.2.1 General Overview 

A web-based version of the ACT!-package that provides most of the functions of the 

standalone version of ACT!. The advantage over the standalone version of ACT! is that the 

web-based version has the same look and feel as the standalone version, but does not occupy 

as many system resources. Furthermore, having the database centralised on an external server 

might minimise the risk of system crashes or data loss. 

 

7.2.2 Key Features 

ACT! Premium for Web has the same key features that the standalone version has. 

 

7.2.3 Costs 

The web-based version of ACT! comes standard in a five-user package. This will provide five 

user accounts to the on-line system for €1955, which is substantially higher than the 

standalone version. NABC only requires three to four accounts, therefore purchasing five user 

accounts would not be cost-effective. 
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7.3 Business Contact Manager for Microsoft Office Outlook 2007 

7.3.1 General Overview 

This solution is an added feature to the Microsoft Office Outlook 2007 package, and provides 

users with additional functionality when interacting with contacts. It is not a standalone CRM 

package as such, but it provides added functionality to Microsoft Office Outlook that enables 

fundamental CRM-functions, such as creating a database of contacts that can be grouped 

according to any of their defined attributes, creating projects or events and linking contacts to 

these events and defining business opportunities. As with ACT!, it allows users to 

synchronise the database with handheld devices. Business Contact Manager revolves around 

five types of records that correlate to each other: Accounts, Projects, Opportunities, 

Communication History and Contacts. In figure 7.3.1.1: Business Contact Manager Model 

can be seen how these types of records interact. 
 

 

Figure 7.3.1.1: Business Contact Manager Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Designed by Michel van Eijk, 2007 

 

The arrows represent how a certain type of record can be added to another, to create an inter-

linked virtual representation of a certain stakeholder of NABC. Opportunities could represent 

potential members, Accounts represents a company that interacts with NABC (either Business 

relation, Member or any other type of organisation), Projects could be events by NABC. For 

example; a new business relation is defined in Accounts. Here, the name and all relevant 

details of the organisation will be defined. To specify the contact person that has interacted 

with NABC on behalf of the organisation, a new contact is defined within the Contacts 

section, and then linked to the corresponding Account. In the case that NABC organises an 

event, a new Project is created in the Projects section, with all relevant tasks that it requires. If 

the new business relation, the Account, would aid in the organisation of the Project, it can 

then be linked to the Project. Any correspondence that occurs throughout the project can be 

logged in the Communication History, and any potential members that arise from the project 

can be added to the Opportunities section. 

Accounts 

Communication 
History 

Contacts 

Opportunities 

Projects 
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7.3.2 Key Features 

- Creates or imports contact records from Outlook 

- Links contacts to accounts (i.e. organisations that interact with NABC) 

- Uses either the ‘Projects’-function or ‘Categories’ to put accounts and contacts into 

different categories 

- Mail merge with Microsoft Word, e-mail directly from outlook 

- Uses the Outlook calendar to track, add and manage correspondence history, projects 

and project tasks 

 

 

7.3.3 Costs 

At the moment, NABC has two computers equipped with a version of Microsoft Office that 

includes Business Contact Manager, and one other computer that does not. Therefore, two 

users could currently use this solution, with a central database that can be synchronised at any 

given time. With a third license, however, all systems at the NABC office could operate 

Business Contact Manager, which would be quite practical, as any employee would then be 

able to add and update the database. As an older version of the office suite is already available 

at the third system, only an upgrade is needed to operate Business Contact Manager on this 

computer. A third software license would cost around €225. Prices may differ, but 

Amazon.com has quoted $269.99. Shipping costs for delivery in 2 to 4 business days are 

$24.99, which makes a total of $284.98 – €212.07 (Amazon.com, 2007). 

 

7.4 GoldMine 

7.4.1 General Overview 

GoldMine is a solution similar to ACT!, produced by FrontRange Solutions. It is based 

around four basic kinds of business activities:  

- Client/contact management 

o GoldMine’s database contains three types of contacts: Contacts, Prospective 

Clients and Current Clients. Basic contact information can be entered and 

additional fields can be defined to suit the user’s industry or need 

- Time/task management 

o A built-in calendar similar to that of Outlook helps to schedule meetings and 

events, but also logs contact history. Work delegation and productivity are also 

possible to track and manage 

- Document and e-mail management 

o Mail merge capabilities with Word and e-mail management functions allow for 

individualisation and standardisation of correspondence 

- Sales management 

o With sales management functions in GoldMine one can track sales statistics 

and forecast results to maximise efficiency 
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7.4.2 Key Features  

- Creates contact records and track  correspondence, documents, opportunities and sales 

related to this contact 

- Integration with Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Word for Mail Merge and e-mail 

purposes 

- Synchronisation capabilities throughout Local Area Networks, Wide Area Networks, 

PalmOS and PocketPC 

- Statistical Analysis with graphical representation functions 

- Creates automated processes 

 

7.4.3 Costs 

To implement this system for three users, three software licenses are needed. SyncForce, the 

reseller of GoldMine, offers a package of three licenses only in combination with a 

synchronisation tool and required training. The total price for this package is €2658. 
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8. Comparison Matrix – CRM solution features vs NABC needs 
Now that we have mapped the spectrum of possible solutions to the NABC’s needs, we can 

compare each solution to NABC needs and choose the most suitable solution for 

implementation. Each criterion that has been specified as an NABC need in part 6.5 of this 

paper – the Interaction Analysis – is evaluated for each potential solution below in table 8.1: 

Comparison Matrix. The needed investment for implementation for each solution has been 

included in the last row of the table. 
 

Table 8.1: Comparison Matrix 

 ACT! ACT! For Web 
Business Contact 

Manager for 

Outlook 
GoldMine 

Composing a 
database of 
contacts 

� � � � 

Adding multiple 
contacts per 
company 

� � � � 

Creating groupings 
of contacts 

� � � � 

Tracking 
interaction of 
contacts 

� � � � 

Contact sorting by 
country of interest 
and industry 

� � � � 

Calendar 
functionality 

� � � � 

Adds and links 
events to countries 
industries 

�  � � 

Sends targeted 
group mailings 

� � � � 

Scheduling 
activities such as 
mailings & events 

� � � � 

Integration with 
Microsoft Outlook 

� � � � 

Customisation 
capabilities  

� � � � 

Keeping track of 
contacts’ 
participation in 
past events 

� � � � 

Mail Merge 
capabilities 

� � � � 

Investment 
Required  

€685 €1955 €225 €2658 
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8.1 Conclusion and Selection 

Having evaluated the critical functions or needs for a CRM-solution for NABC it can be 

concluded that these needs are met by the average basic CRM-solution. In fact, many 

solutions exceed the NABC’s needs at the moment. However, if NABC grows in the long 

term, many of the features of CRM-packages might become needed, and that is why the 

evaluated solutions would still be applicable. The evaluated options are all quite scalable; if 

there is an increase in employees that will use the system, only an additional computer with 

the required software installed will enable the new employee to use the system. If a large 

increase in members is established, each evaluated option will be able to deal with the 

increase. Each critical function needed by NABC has been evaluated and is included in some 

form in all evaluated solutions, mainly due to their customisation possibilities. Each solution, 

though, has its own way of achieving the required level of customisation. 

 

An important matter to note is that NABC currently has the IT-infrastructure needed to 

implement any of the evaluated CRM-solutions. With three up-to-date workstations available 

connected through a Local Area Network, it is sufficient both in system resources and 

information sharing capabilities. There are differences in the work load that the individual 

CRM-solutions generate however. After testing the four potential solutions it came to light 

that ACT! took the longest to install and used up the most system resources, therefore taking 

up the most time to work with. The other solutions showed no significant change in system 

performance.  

 

As cost vs. benefit is the ultimate decision-making factor in this project, Business Contact 

Manager has a clear advantage over the other possible solutions. Its implementation costs are 

by far the lowest and time investment in setup and training are the lowest as well, whilst the 

potential to yield the results that the NABC is looking for on the medium-long term is the 

same as with the other solutions. Taking into account the limited human resources and funds 

that NABC has, together with the steady, but relatively small member base, there is no room 

for a large scale investment in the short term. Therefore a scalable and simple solution is the 

best way for NABC to start making CRM a part of its organisation. All factors taken into 

consideration, this is why Business Contact Manager for Outlook has been chosen for 

implementation. 

 

The implementation phase will involve two main processes; Setup and Operating Procedure. 

These processes are then complemented by evaluation and control, which will be discussed in 

chapter 9. 
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9. Implementation & Evaluation 
As introduced in section 8.1, the implementation phase consists of two main processes; Setup 

and Operation Procedure. As a separate phase, Evaluation & Control will play an important 

part in safeguarding the continuity of the proper use of the system, which is important for 

guaranteeing efficiency and quality of service. All phases are subject to a time schedule which 

will also be laid out in this chapter. 

 

9.1 The Setup Phase 

To simplify the setup phase we will break this phase up into smaller, more manageable 

processes. Processes that are involved in setting up the system are, in order of priority; 

Acquisition, Installation, Configuration and Testing & Training. These phases are described 

below in greater detail. 

 

9.1.1 Acquisition 

As put forward in section 8.1, NABC already has two workstations equipped with Business 

Contact Manager for Outlook, and a third workstation with an English language Microsoft 

Office suite that can be updated to an English version that includes Business Contact 

Manager. The cost of this update as quoted on Amazon.com is $269.99, which is €201. 

Comparing this quote to retail prices at computer shops in the Netherlands, which average 

€400, this is the best possible price. Amazon’s price quote is excluding shipping costs, 

however. Taking into consideration shipping costs and delivery time, the total cost will be an 

estimated €225 and the estimated delivery time 1 week.  

 

9.1.2 Installation 

The installation step is the easiest step in the setup phase. It merely involves installing the 

software on the third workstation. This can be done in approximately 30 to 40 minutes, and is 

followed by the configuration of the software.  

 

9.1.3 Configuration 

Configuration is the most extensive step in the Setup phase. Firstly. it involves importing and 

entering all contact details into the new database and checking them for errors. Next, the 

database has to be shared over the network to enable other users to synchronise and use 

Business Contact Manager. As two systems are already equipped with Business Contact 

Manager, this can be done before the acquisition step. Completing these tasks essentially sets 

up the basic database. What then needs to be done is the addition of customised fields into 

contact and account records which allow for entry of organisation-specific information, such 

as which industry and/or countries the contact or organisation is active in. This step is where a 

basis for targeted mailings is formed, as contacts or accounts can be selected for activities, 

correspondence or marketing based upon their interests or industry. 
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9.1.4 Testing & Training 

After completing the configuration, testing needs to be done to make sure all previous steps 

have succeeded. This can be done by synchronising both computers and adding projects that 

can be shared across the network. If testing succeeds, the system is ready to be used. As 

Business Contact Manager will be used by a minimum of two people, they will have to be 

made accustomed to Business Contact Manager. All NABC employees are experienced users 

of Microsoft Office, which accelerates the training process. The main guidelines will be 

explained by the project executive of this system, and as training courses for Office 2007 and 

Business Contact Manager are readily available on-line, there will be no financial investment 

needed in this matter. By adhering to the guidelines and on-line tutorials and training courses, 

a uniform way of utilising Business Contact Manager will develop. 

 

9.2 The Operation Procedure 

Section 9.2.4 illustrates how guidelines and on-line training will enable a uniform operating 

procedure for Business Contact Manager. A Standard Operating Procedure will be developed 

by the Managing Director of NABC, in agreement with the project executive and the 

guidelines the project executive has laid down. The operating procedure will be documented 

and used in the Evaluation and Control cycle. 

 

9.3 Evaluation & Control 

This phase, which is in fact a cyclic activity, focuses on the safeguarding of efficiency and 

accuracy of usage of Business Contact Manager. It does so by an evaluation form that needs 

to be filled in by the employee using or overseeing the use of the system. The questions in the 

evaluation form need to be answered with a yes or a no, thus simplifying the responses and 

overview of efficiency. The filled in forms will be checked by the Managing Director, and if 

less than 80% of the answers in any of the forms is yes, extra training will have to be 

conducted to ensure proper use of the system. The questions are a good measure for self-

evaluation, as it instils active thinking about how effective a specific user might be using the 

system. The evaluation form can be found in Appendix D: Evaluation Form for Use of 

Business Contact Manager. 
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9.4 Time schedule 

As stated in the introduction of section 9, the implementation of Business Contact Manager 
will be conducted according to a time schedule. The dates for this time schedule have been 
chosen to allow enough time for each phase and yet ensure a swift implementation process, so 
that the system is operational as soon as possible. Below the time schedule with deadlines for 
each phase and step can be found: 
 

 21 – 25 May 28 May – 1 June 4 – 8 June 

SETUP PHASE    

Acquisition 
21 May, received 25 

May 
  

Installation Finished 25 May   

Configuration Start 25 May Finished 31 May  

Testing & Training Testing Training Training 

OPERATION 

PROCEDURE 
 formulated 

Finalised and in 
effect 

EVALUATION   
Starting 5 June, 

periodical evaluation 
each 3 months 
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10. Conclusion 
Despite its limited resources, NABC is a very active organisation. Since the start of 2007 it 
has organised at least one activity per month, which were all of high standard. Besides its 
activities it provides an information service that is useful, but can still be expanded upon. The 
move to the new office and creation of a new logo signify two important steps to improve 
NABC’s image. 
 
Having reviewed all the research results, it can be seen that NABC has a large potential, 
despite its relatively fragile current situation. Its potential has up to now unfortunately not 
been exploited and developed. One factor that could contribute significantly to the further 
development of NABC is Customer or Contact Relationship Management, which can aid in 
member acquisition through mapping out potential members. It could also increase quality of 
service by keeping track of companies' industries and countries of operations, which can be 
used to target members in a more sophisticated way. Lastly, it could streamline the 
organisation of events by creating a uniform approach and defining key tasks to organising 
events or projects in a CRM system. 
 
After analysing all stakeholder categories and forms of interaction, the above stated 
opportunities were clearly identified as being needed by NABC. This resulted in a selection of 
possible solutions to NABC’s needs. A recurring problem in the evaluation of the various 
solutions was NABC's limited resources, which expressed the need for a cautious and gradual 
approach to implementing CRM in the organisation. Four suitable solutions came forward 
from the research: ACT!, ACT! For Web, Business Contact Manager for Microsoft Office 
Outlook, and GoldMine. These options were selected on the basis of size, scalability, costs, 
functionalities and adaptability. Cost turned out to be the deciding factor, which led to the 
selection of Business Contact Manager for Microsoft Office Outlook.  
 
The chosen solution is a very usable solution; its interface is commonly known by office 
personnel, on-line courses are readily available and it is scalable for the NABC on the 
medium-long term. It enables the average employee to use common sense combined with 
knowledge of one office application software package, and with the soon to be finalised 
Operation Procedure its effectiveness and correct use are safeguarded. These measures and 
decisions combines will contribute to a strong NABC with an expanded network that will 
facilitate growth of stakeholders’ networks, increased quality of service to its members and 
other stakeholders, an increased potential for improvement of its financial position and 
successfully promoting and increasing Dutch Trade with Africa. This way, NABC will truly 
be able to actively contribute to 'Connecting Africa'. 
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13.1 Appendix A: Organisational Structure NABC 

 

Board Members 

 
Mr M. Ph. Hillen   SUNSIA 
Ms M. Kleijn    self-employed Intermediary 
Mr B. van der Knaap   SANEC 
Mr M. P. de Koning   Celtel International 
Mr Th. A. de Man   Heineken International 
Mr W. Ruijgh    Port of Amsterdam 
Mr M. Schneiders   ING 
Ms D. Sebit    Intaquin 
Ms R. Tocklu    TeamPro 
Mr J. van der Vis   Chamber of Commerce Rotterdam 
Mr B.A.M. Zwinkels   FMO 
 

Advisors  

 
Mr M. Kaboré    SUNSIA 
Mr J.J. Röben    Former director of PUM 
Mr T. Sanders    NCDO 
 

Organisational Structure 

 

Mr J.C. van Heijst   PRESIDENT 
Mr J.R. Vergeer   VICE PRESIDENT  
Mr Bob van der Bijl   Managing Director 
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13.2 Appendix B: Statutes NABC 
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13.3 Appendix C: ACT! Feature Comparison Chart 
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13.4 Appendix D: Evaluation form for Use of Business Contact Manager 

 
This form is used to evaluate and control the correct use of Business Contact Manager for 
Outlook. This form is to be used every three months to evaluate how efficient Business 
Contact Manager is being used. If the responsible employee feels that the frequency of 
evaluation does not reveal any problems, the frequency of evaluation can be lowered to a 
minimum of once per 6 months. 
 
 

Question n.  YES NO 

1 
Is Business Contact Manager used to add new contacts and 
businesses to NABC´s database? 

  

2 
Are Account records created for each new business in the 
NABC database? 

  

3 
Are all contacts that are part of a specific company linked 
to the corresponding Account record? 

  

4 
Is each contact moment logged in the Correspondence 
History? 

  

5 
Is the Project function used to administer the organisation 
of events? 

  

6 
Are tasks and deadlines defined in each Project record to 
assure a correct procedure in organising events? 

  

7 
Are relevant documents linked to relevant Projects, 
Contacts and Accounts? 

  

8 
Is the Sales Opportunities function used to define potential 
members? 

  

9 
Are fields in the Contact, Project and Account records used 
to send targeted mailings? 

  

10 
Is there a need for added functionalities, and if so, which 
ones are they 

  

    

 
At least 8 of these questions should be answered with yes for a sufficient level of efficient 
use. Any questions that resulted in a negative answer should be addressed by the employee 
responsible for correct use of the system. 


